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Journal of Biological Research – Bollettino della Società Italiana di Biologia Sperimentale (ISSN
1826-8838) is a peer-reviewed journal which welcomes papers dealing with any aspect of
experimental biology not accepted, published or under consideration for publication elsewhere
(except in the form of an abstract or as part of a published lecture or academic thesis). Papers
concerning clinical topics can be accepted only if they include experimental laboratory data.
Original communications, review articles or short communications may be submitted.
Original communications - The right to submit these manuscripts is reserved exclusively to the
members of the Italian Society for Experimental Biology (Società Italiana di Biologia
Sperimentale). These papers must report original research. They must not exceed 8 printed pages in
length (formatted as subsequently reported) including figures, tables, and references and should be
arranged in the following order: Title, Authors and affiliations, Key words, Abstract, Introduction,
Materials and Methods, Results, Discussion, Acknowledgements (if any), References. These papers
must be discussed during the meetings periodically organized by the Society local Sections. The
papers accepted by the responsible of the Section will be sent to the Editor-in-Chief who will
forward them to two reviewers for the final decision and approval. After acceptance the papers will
appear in the next available issue with priority to any other type of communication which may be
published on the Journal.
Review articles - These manuscripts must not exceed 20 printed pages (formatted as subsequently
reported) including figures, tables and references and can not be subdivided in sections. This type of
manuscript is usually commissioned; however, proposals are also accepted. Papers should be sent to
the Editor-in-Chief who after approval, based on the scientific content and presentation, will sent
them to two reviewers for the final acceptance.
Short communications - Short manuscripts containing results of considerable scientific interest may
also be submitted for publication. These papers must not exceed 4 printed pages (formatted as
subsequently reported) including figures, tables and references and must not be subdivided in
sections. The first paragraph must describe the main conclusions of the study in no more than 100
words and without the use of abbreviations. No more than 2 figures and 10 references are allowed.
These manuscripts must be sent directly to the Editor-in Chief who after a preliminary evaluation
will forward them to two reviewers or will reject them.
Membership in the Society is not a prerequisite for the publication of review articles and short
communications.
Scientific evaluation and approval of papers.
The scientific evaluation of proposed papers and the final decision about the publication is made by
the Editor-in Chief (who can ask for the advice of Editorial Board members), on the basis of the
opinion of two reviewers. After positive judgement the paper will be accepted for the publication.
Manuscript preparation and submission
General Instructions:
Manuscripts must be submitted online to http://www.sibsperimentale.it or to the email address
sibsgenova@sibsperimentale.it; the instructions should be carefully followed.

The text must be in editable format (for instance .rtf or .doc); manuscripts must be written in
English with a document processing software (such as MS-WORD) using Verdana 10 font, doublespaced, with wide margins (typescript size 16.0 × 23.5 cm), with length not exceeding 8.printed
pages for Original Communications, 20 printed pages for Reviews and 4 printed pages for Short
Communications.
The document will have the following features and layout:
Page format: A4 (cm 21.0 × 29.7)
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In the page heading J. Biol. Res., Vol. ....., n. ..... must be written (Verdana 9 font).
The pages should be numbered (Verdana 9 font) out of margins using a text box in foot of page.
First page - Heading of the paper
It must include: title, Authors’ name initial(s) and surname, Authors’ affiliations (department or
institution) and complete addresses clearly distinguished through numbers.
One of Authors should be clearly identified as the Corresponding Author with a star (*) and his/her
email address must be indicated after the list of affiliations. The Corresponding Author ensures that
all co-authors are aware of and approve of the contents of the submitted manuscript, and that the
publication is tacitly or explicitly approved by the responsible Authorities where the work was
carried out. Furthermore, the Corresponding Author ensures that the manuscript, if accepted, will
not be published elsewhere in the same form, in English or any other language, without the written
consent of the Publisher.
Keywords
All manuscripts must include a list of 3-5 keywords
Abstract
An abstract in English, not exceeding 1000 characters (spaces included) must accompany each
manuscript. The translation of the abstract in another language, such as in Italian, is not required.
The abstract should concisely state the purpose of the research, the methodologies, a synthesis of
the results and include a brief conclusion
Main text
The text must be subdivided in sections according to the type of manuscript (Original
Communicaton, Review, Short Communication)
References should be numbered serially as in the example: [1], and must follow the order in which
they are cited in the text. If two references are cited they must be indicated as [1, 2]; more than two
consecutive references must be indicated as [1-3].
When using a word which is or is asserted to be a proprietary term or trade mark, the authors must
use the symbol ® or TM.
Italics (not underlined) will be used to indicate genus and species of organisms.
Authors must adhere to SI units.. Units will not be italicised.
Tables and figures (including photographs)
Tables and figures must be indicated in the text as Tab.1., Fig.1, etc. and must be included after they
are mentioned. The tables must be headed by a brief single-spaced title (Verdana font 9) preceded

by Table 1. Table 2. etc.; the figures/photographs should have a single-spaced legend (Verdana font
9), placed below the figure itself, preceded by Figure 1. Figure 2. etc.. The figures/photographs can
be coloured, taking into account that colours will be converted into greyscale. Supplementary
expenses will be charged for the request to have colour-printed figures/photographs. All macro and
microscopical images (organisms, histological preparations, SEM or TEM images, etc) must have a
bar indicating the reference measure.
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Please ensure that every reference cited in the text is also present in the reference list (and vice
versa). All references must be listed in the reference list according to the order of appearance in the
text and preceded by the relative number as in the example: [1]. Journal names should be
abbreviated according to “Web of Science – Journal Title Abbreviations”
(http://images.isiknowledge.com/WOK46/help/WOS/0-9_abrvjt.html). The style of references must
be the following:
Journal Articles:
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Editor(s) in brackets, Publisher, city and Country of publication, inclusive pages..
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Proceedings:
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